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Abstract. In this paper we are interested in identifying insightful changes
in climate observations series, through outlier detection techniques. Dis-
cords are outliers that cover a certain length instead of being a single
point in the time series. The choice of the length can be critical, lead-
ing to works on computing variable length discords. This increases the
number of discords, with potential overlapping, subsumption and re-
duced insightful results. In this work we introduce a hybrid approach
to rank variable length discords and extract the most prominent ones,
that can yield more impactful results. We propose a ranking function
over extracted variable length discords that accounts for contained point
anomalies. We investigate the combination of pattern wise anomaly de-
tection, through the Matrix Profile paradigm, with two different point
wise anomaly detectors. We experimented with MAD and PROPHET
algorithms based on different concepts to extract point anomalies. We
tested our approach on climate observations, representing monthly runoff
time series between 1902 and 2005 over the West African region. Ex-
perimental results indicate that PROPHET combined with the Matrix
Profile method, yields more qualitative rankings, through an extraction
of higher values of extreme events within the variable length discords.

Keywords: Matrix profile · Prominent discord discovery · point and
patter outlier detection · time series · Climate data

1 Introduction

Outlier detection is a field of machine learning to analyze data, covering nu-
merous application domains including fraud detection, insurance [9],medical
[30],internet of things[22], cyber security and hydrology [23]. Overall, an out-
lier can be generally defined as an observation that is significantly dissimilar
to other data observation or an observation that does not behave like the ex-
pected typical behavior of the other observations. An outlier detection method
can be applied to multiple data types such as images, transaction data, sequence
data including genomics and time series. There are two main types of anomaly
detection, point wise and pattern also called collective anomalies or discords[3].
Discords denote the most unusual time series sub sequences, and are detected
using similarity measures that compare sub sequences with each other for a
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given length. Existing approaches can be either approximate (e.g. HOT-SAX
[11], QUICK MOTIF [15], Rare Rule Anomaly[21]) or exact like the matrix
profile (MP) paradigm [27], used to detect motifs or discord. The choice of
the sub sequence length is critical, set as input parameter and often specified
with experts’ knowledge which clearly influences the outcome. This observation
lead more recently to works on computing variable length discords, over a given
length interval (e.g. GraphAn [2], PanMatrix [17]). The increased usage of these
approaches has also raised their weaknesses. Indeed, the number of extracted
discords is larger, with potential overlapping and subsumption among them,
leading to the question of ”how can we select the more relevant or actionable
ones?”. We are not aware of approaches seeking a ranking of variable lengths
discords to this date.

In this work, we address this issue in the field of climate data analysis [12].
Climate impact models provide time series based both on historical data and
projected data generated from complex simulations of physical processes. The
impact models concern many fields, including yields of agricultural crops, biodi-
versity, runoff of water infiltration. Such models are commonly analyzed using
multi-model ensembles means to mitigate uncertainties. With a primary goal of
estimating future trends, the use of outlier detection methods has seen limited
interest in this field to this date, with some works on hydrological impact models
[28,26,28]. Another particularity of these models is the very large scale of the
spatio-temporal data series, covering daily or monthly data over 150 years for
each spatial point in a given region.

Our objective is to investigate a ranking approach over variable length discords,
by integrating two unsupervised anomaly detection frameworks, point anomaly
detectors and pattern based anomaly detection using MP. The intuition behind
our work, is that a discord will dominate another one, if proportionally to its
length, it also contains anomalous points that are greater in numbers and ex-
treme values within the discord sequence. In our work, we compare two types of
point outlier detectors, model and predictor based and draw conclusions on their
insights to rank variable length discords. We consider respectively the MAD and
PROPHET methods. We also define and specify a ranking function over vari-
able length discords. MAD is a general point anomaly detection method, based
of how far a point is from the median, while PROPHET is more tailored to time
series and detects anomaly points that diverge from the expected values with
respect to the projected seasonality and trends derived in the learning phase of
PROPHET. Our approach is evaluated on total (surface + subsurface) runoff
observations, that reflect the soil water levels.

Our main contributions are: 1) a hybrid approach to rank variable length dis-
cords, through the combination of exact discord method with point detectors and
a ranking function; and 2) the evaluation through an experimental study over
large scale climate impact data, showing the differences among point anomalous
detectors and their added value as an effective means to rank variable discords.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a background on the concepts
and methods we use, section 3 presents our approach. We conclude in section 4.
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2 Background

In this section we review existing concepts and approaches we make use of,
relative to outlier detection in time series, and review the use of point outliers
to extract pattern outliers.
Point outliers over time series can be specified as global outliers when compared
to all values in the time series, and local outliers when compared to its neigh-
boring points. Subsequence or pattern outliers in time series, extract collective
consecutive points that behave unusually compared to other subsequences of
similar length. In such cases a single point in the sequence might or not be also
an anomaly on its own.
Methods for point outlier detection can be classified as model outlier detectors
or predictor based outlier detectors. Model or statistical outlier detectors derive
a probabilistic model which captures the distribution of the time series. If an
instance in the time series has a low probability of belonging to the estimated
model, it is flagged as an outlier[4]. Examples of model based point outlier de-
tectors are Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) [10] and Minimum Covariance
Determinant (MCD) [19].
Predictor based outlier detectors proceed differently. They construct a predictor
(like forecast model or a regressor) to learn the normal behavior of the time series,
and then exploits the learned information to predict future values. Prediction
errors which are predictions that significantly deviate from the true value are
labeled as point outliers [14]. Many predictor methods have been developed
including ARIMA[20], and SVM[16] and PROPHET [24].
In this work, we will apply one point outlier from each type to extract point
outliers within computed variable length discords, as a means to rank those
discords. Note that point outliers have also been used to directly segment data
series and thus extract discords. We briefly survey these approaches and their
suitability for our goal.

2.1 Point outliers detectors and series segmentation

In [6] the authors proposed IForest-based anomaly detection to detect drift in
streaming data, where a fixed sliding window is applied, and in each window
the IForest detector is applied to generate the anomaly rate by averaging the in-
stance depth of the forest, if the anomaly rate is smaller than the threshold then
their is a drift. Also, in [5] the authors proposed sliding-window convolutional
variational autoencoder (SWCVAE) an algorithm to detect point anomalies in
robot, by applying sliding windows. Each window is fed to a convolutional vari-
ational autoencoder, a trained artificial neural network(ANN), to detect point
wise anomaly. The ANN will give each instance in the sliding window an anomaly
score, then these scores are averaged to calculate the anomaly score of the dis-
cord. If an anomaly score is above the predefined threshold then it is classified as
a discord. In [29] the author combines both the result of SAX as a pattern out-
lier detection and combined with point outlier detection second-order-difference
(SOD) and Chebyshev Inequality (CI)-based methods, where discord that does
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not contain point anomaly detected by SOD and CI are discarded. Those ap-
proaches contribute both ranking mechanisms of discords through a common
concept, that is the segmentation of the time series and the use of a point out-
lier detector on each subsequence to give it an anomaly score.
With respect to our goal of comparing variable length discords over large time
series, these approaches offer scoring mechanisms for subsequences, but are ap-
plied to fixed size windows, and go through the whole data set. This requires the
application of outlier detectors over very large sets of sliding windows, without
considering variable length windows.
In our approach, we purposely focus on variable length discords, and separate
the issue of computing variable length discords, through an exact dedicated
approach, with that of exploiting point anomaly detectors for ranking purpose.
Part of our goal is to analyse the contribution and added value of point anomaly
detectors to rank the discords of variable lengths.

2.2 Matrix Profile, MAD and PROPHET

In this subsection we provide the necessary background on the three methods
used in our work, namely the STOMP algorithm to compute Matrix Profiles and
extract discords, and the point anomaly detectors MAD and PROPHET.

Matrix Profile methods Matrix Profile is a powerful data structure that stores
the z-normalized Euclidean distances between each subsequence and its clos-
est neighbor sequence.Two main algorithms have been defined to compute the
exact solution of the matrix profile by performing all-pairs-similarity-search on
time series, namely STAMP[27] and STOMP [31]. We adopted STOMP for its
runtime and scalability over large time series. STOMP computes the matrix
profile by calculating the distance profile of every subsequent in time series T
and then selecting the minimum value in each distance profile. It uses a similar-
ity search algorithm to compute the matrix profile faster in time complexity of
O(n2).The produced Matrix can be used to detect discords, where the highest K
subsequences in the Matrix Profile profile are the top K discords, specifying the
highest distance of these subsequences with its closest neighbor. The concepts
used in this work are recalled here after, relative to discords and the Matrix
Profile data structure.

Definition 1. A time series T is a sequence of real-valued numbers ti : T =
[t1, t2, ..., tn] where n is the length of T .

Definition 2 (Matrix Profile). A matrix profile Pm of time series T and
given length m is a meta series of the Euclidean distances vector between each
subsequence Ti,m of given length m where i varies, and its nearest neighbor
(closest match) in time series T , together with the corresponding position vec-
tor for each closest neighbor associated with min(Di,m). We denote it Pm =
[min(D1,m), ...,min(Dn−m+1,m)], where Di,m(1 ≤ i ≤ n−m+1) is the distance
profile Di,m of time series T for subsequences of length m.
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Definition 3 (Discord). The discord denoted ∆j,m is a subsequence Tj,m of
length m starting at the position j, that has the largest distance to its near-
est neighbor. In matrix profile the largest distance corresponds to the maximum
distance value in Pm.

MAD The Median Absolute Deviation outlier detection method is a point outlier
detector that uses the Absolute deviation around the median to measure the
distance between a data point and the median[10]. The median is considered a
tendency measurement of the data similar to the mean, but unlike the mean it
is more robust to detect relevant point outliers in the data, being immune to
noise, and to the sample size [13].
Given a time series T = x1, x1, ..., xi, ..., xn such that i is the time unit, MAD
first calculates the median of T , this median is denoted by x̃, and its absolute
deviation, by subtracting x̃ from each x in T :

MAD = median(|xi − x̃|) (1)

For each xi we calculate their modified z-score using the predefined formula [25]:

Mi =
0.6745(xi − x̃)

MAD
(2)

In statistics, the z-score for each xi measures the difference between the value
and the mean how many standard deviations away a value is from the mean
in terms of standard deviation . MAD uses the following formula to calculate a
z-score:

Z − Score =
xi − µ

σ
(3)

where: µ is the mean value of the data set, σ is the standard deviation of the
data set where if the Z-score is 0 then it means the value of xi is equal to the
mean, if z-score is 2 then it is 2 standard deviation (2 ∗ σ) away from the mean.
If the absolute value of the modified z-core of xi is larger than a threshold then
is considered as an outlier. [10] proposed the value 3.5 as a threshold, also the
default one in MAD.

PROPHET It is an open source time series forecasting model, that detects out-
liers based on the data learned through the forecasting component. Its purpose
is to forecast future data, and detect outliers, with an uncertainty estimation.
Once PROPHET fits the given time series, it generates a data set containing the
following variables with an estimation of the uncertainty through a confidence
interval for each value. Then for each value in the Time series, it calculates the
error and uncertainty based on the confidence interval of each value. If the er-
ror of a value is bigger than its uncertainty it will be flagged as an anomaly.
PROPHET is based on generalized additive model (GAM), which means that
the model is the sum of several components summarized below:

yt = g(t) + s(t) + h(t) + ε(t) (4)

Where:
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– g(t) denotes the growth function, a piece-wise linear function. The number of
linear growths (straight lines), is determined by the number of change points
in the time series, that can be entered manually or detected automatically
by PROPHET.

g(t) =
(
k + a(t)⊤δ

)
t+

(
m+ a(t)⊤γ

)
(5)

where k is the growth rate scalar value, m the offset value, a(t) a binary
vector ∈ {1, 0} indicating if there is a growth rate adjustments at time t. δ
is a vector that contains the growth rate value. For instance if there is 10
change point then the vector of δ will have 10 values.

– γ is vector similar too that contains the offset parameter adjustment
– s(t) the seasonality, modeled using Fourier Series as a function of time.
– h(t) holiday seasons parameter, that we will not consider
– ε(t) the error estimation using a maximum a posteriori estimation.

Not all components are mandatory, and in our case since we will be experiment-
ing on climate impact data. h(t) not considered for instance.

3 Our approach

Our work is first motivated by the insightful ranking of variable length discords,
to extract those that are combined with more eventful changes and potential
impact on forecasted data trends. We do so by combining an exact, robust pat-
tern outlier detection approach, with two different point outlier detectors. The
exact approach ensures reliable extraction of discords, while the point outlier
detectors will contribute to their ranking. We use the Matrix Profile method,
STOMP as an exact approach to extract discords, that also offers the quali-
ties of being parameter-free and that does not utilize a similarity or distance
threshold. This is important since the point outlier detectors do not have these
advantages, and an increase in thresholds tuning would reduce the robustness of
the overall results. With respect to the point outlier detectors, we experimented
with the generic MAD model approach, and the predictor PROPHET method
that also handles trends and seasonality.
Our Algorithm 1 is based on four 4 main phases :

1. (Lines 8-12) Extract variable length discords (Matrix Profile method)
2. (Line 13) Detect point outliers (using PROPHET, MAD) over the time series
3. (Lines 14-20) Score the discords based on the anomalous points they contain
4. (Lines 21-25) Filter and sort the discords with a ranking function

Extract variable lengths discords. We compute the Matrix Profile for variable
window sizes j over T , where 4 < j < length(T )/2. For each window size, we
extract the top discord. The output is a list of top discords, one per length.

Detect point outliers in the time series. This step seeks point wise outliers
(through PROPHET and MAD), over the whole time series T . The outcome
is a Boolean list denoting for each data in the time series if it is an anomaly.
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Scoring the discords. This step integrates the variable length discords and Boolean
anomaly list for scoring purpose. For each discord we count the anomalous points
that are included in each discord ∆i,j . Clearly a simple count is not the only
element in the scoring, and the discords’ length needs to be taken into account.
Note that some discords can overlap, thus share anomalous points. To address
this issue we define a scoring function as the ratio of the count over each length.

Filtering and sorting. This procedure filters the discords based on their count,
as well as their starting dates, and length. Based on our past work and analysis
[7] of subsumption among variable length discords, it is important to compare
variable length discords with identical starting dates. The filtering stage groups
discords sharing a starting date i and for each group selects the discord with
highest ratio, meaning it subsumes the others. Then the discords (of variable
length) are sorted in descending order of their ratio value.

Algorithm 1: matrix prophet ensemble

input : Time Series T
output: list <Discords> SortedList

1 initialization
2 int m = length(T )/2
3 list < ∆ > top discord list=[ ] // List to store top discords
4 list < ∆ > group list=[ ] // List to group discords with similar date
5 list < bool > anomaly list=[ ] // Boolean list of anomaly tag per value
6 list < ∆ > sorted list=[ ] // List of ranked discords
7 list < int > Windows = [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, . . . ,m]; // List of Window sizes
8 foreach j in Windows do
9 Pj ← STOMP (T, j) // Matrix profile for window size j

10 ∆i,j ← max(Pj) // Discord of length j
11 top discord list ← top discord list.add(∆i,j)

12 end
13 anomaly list ← PROPHET or MAD(T ) // Store output of detector
14 foreach ∆i,j in top discord list do
15 start=∆i,j .i // Store the start date of discord
16 end=∆i,j .i+∆i,j .j // Store the end date of the discord
17 length=∆i,j .j //Store the discord length
18 int count← count Anomaly(T,start,end)//Anomaly count per ∆i,j

19 ∆i,j .ratio ← count/length

20 end
21 group list ← groubBy(top discord list) // Group discord list per similar

starting date
22 foreach group in group list do
23 sorted list ← add(max(group) ) // Get discord with highest ratio in

each group
24 end
25 sorted list ← Quicksort(sorted list,∆.ratio)
26 return sorted list
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3.1 Experimental comparison of MAD and PROPHET

Climate data. In our experimental study we used observed monthly runoff data
obtained from Global Runoff Reconstruction dataset (GRUN) [8]. In climate
and corresponding impact data science, runoff is an impact variable that can be
used to quantify flood and drought risks at regional and global scales [1]. It is
usually provided in kg/m2/s or in mm/day. The source of the data has a 0.5°
× 0.5° spatial grid resolution with a focus on the Sahel region. This data gives
indicators on the soil water content over the time period between 1902 and 2005
(i.e. 104 years, 1248 months). This is a standard observation period in historical
climate analysis. We spatially average the monthly runoff data over the grid box
[5°W-25°E ; 10°N-18°N].

Point anomaly detectors. A first comparative study between MAD and PROPHET
on the runoff data set is shown in Figure 1. Those point anomaly detectors use
different methods to extract anomalies, and we can see that some anomalous
points are shared and many differ. Over the whole data series, MAD extracts a
large set of anomalies (green), essentially in the upper part of the data, thus de-
tecting high water levels. On the other hand, PROPHET extracts fewer anoma-
lies, some shared with MAD for the highest values of anomalous water levels,
and most importantly detected the drought periods in terms of anomalous points
(purple crosses), in 1900-1910 and 1970-1990. This can be explained by the fact
that PROPHET through the learning phase was able to identify a normality
within seasons, whereas MAD focuses on extremes in the overall data series.

Fig. 1: Anomaly points extracted by MAD and PROPHET: similarities and dif-
ferences
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If we zoom on the period 1981-1984 where 1983 is recorded as one of the driest
years in the West African region, this aspect is striking. MAD does not extract
any anomalous point, whereas PROPHET detects three anomalies displayed in
Figure 2. By not accounting for, or detecting, seasonality MAD misses important
point outliers in such time series. On the other hand, PROPHET takes into
account seasonality through the learning phase, and we can see that it extracts
anomalies with respect to months which are learnt to be dry and those that
should not be. We note that the anomalous points do not necessarily reflect
extreme values overall, but anomalous points with respect to the anticipated
values (learnt during the forecasting phase).
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0.05
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0.15
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Fig. 2: Anomalous points detected by PROPHET in the subsequence over 1981-
1984

We also studied the early period 1902-1905, a period of higher runoff values in
average. We can see that both MAD and PROPHET detect anomalies during
this period, with some common points, showcased in Figures 3 and 4. Those
figures are interesting as they also how MAD does detect some anomalous points
not tagged as such by PROPHET. This reflects the role played by the median
function and the z-score defined by MAD.
All experiments were run on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Bronze 3106 CPU processor
at 1.70GHz with 8 core with 64 GB of RAM. The main computational cost are
the N/2 runs of STOMP to compute the variable length discords, taking around
9 minutes. MAD is in constant time, and PROPHET took 1.5 minutes.

3.2 Integrated approach: ranking and outcomes

Having compared the commonalities and differences between two point anomaly
detectors, we saw that even though they are generic, they can have a great im-
pact on the outliers’ detection. This is related to their models and potentially
the nature of the data. We now present the results of our methodology. Both
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Fig. 3: Anomalous points from PROPHET in the subsequence 07/1902-01/1905
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Fig. 4: Anomalous points detected by MAD in the subsequence 07/1902-01/1905

detectors are applied and compared as a means to rank the variable lengths dis-
cords produced.

Figure 5 represents respectively for PROPHET and MAD, the top discords rank-
ing with respect to our ratio function. Note that the discords of variable lengths
are specified by their starting date, window length and the value of the ratio
function. Note that since we are comparing discords of variable lengths, at this
stage we only extract the top discord for each given length m, to reduce the
combinatorics of our approach. Extracting top k discords per length is part of
future work. We recall that the ratio values depend on the length and the num-
ber of anomalous points within each discord. In this figure we picked the top
20 discords relative to each detector output ranking. The discords highlighted
in yellow, correspond to a filtering, that extracts among those discords the top
ones outside a proximity temporal interval of +/- three months. For instance for
the year 1982 we have 3 ranked discords starting from July till September with
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overlapping periods. We kept the one with highest ranking to reduce redundant
discord periods. Thus the colored row in the Table 5 represent the top 5 discords
resulting from the filtering procedure.

PROPHET MAD
date window ratio points date window ratio points

1983-08-01 97 0.12 12 1904-06-01 14 0.29 4
1982-09-01 108 0.12 13 1904-05-01 15 0.27 4
1982-08-01 121 0.11 13 1902-03-01 43 0.26 11
1982-07-01 122 0.11 13 1904-04-01 16 0.25 4
1902-07-01 62 0.1 6 1904-03-01 32 0.25 8
1902-06-01 63 0.1 6 1904-08-01 24 0.25 6
1902-05-01 64 0.09 6 1902-02-01 93 0.25 23
1902-04-01 65 0.09 6 1902-01-01 107 0.23 25
1902-03-01 66 0.09 6 1903-09-01 35 0.23 8
1902-02-01 67 0.09 6 1927-04-01 623 0.22 140
1984-08-01 123 0.09 11 1927-09-01 617 0.22 138
1902-01-01 68 0.09 6 1912-07-01 591 0.22 132
1984-07-01 125 0.09 11 1927-12-01 614 0.22 137
1984-06-01 129 0.09 11 1912-05-01 592 0.22 132
1984-05-01 130 0.08 11 1927-11-01 615 0.22 137
1984-04-01 131 0.08 11 1912-08-01 589 0.22 131
1983-09-01 143 0.08 12 1927-10-01 616 0.22 137
1903-10-01 12 0.08 1 1904-02-01 18 0.22 4
1983-07-01 158 0.08 13 1903-10-01 36 0.22 8

Fig. 5: Ranking table of top 20 discords

Analysis of the results:

1. Point anomalous detectors do matter. While STOMP produces exact ma-
trix profiles to derive variable length discords, the rankings differ between
PROPHET and MAD. By detecting the anomalies in the driest period, where
droughts occurred (1982-1984), PROPHET manages to rank top discords in
this period. We can see that the variable length are not negligible ranging in
this period from 97 months to 123 months. MAD detects mainly the periods
with high water levels (1902-1904), yielding high ranking for the correspond-
ing discords. It corresponds to the periods with higher soil water levels and
larger inter-annual variability, that comes before the later continuous long-
term drying trends observed within Sahel [7]. PROPHET extracted and
ranked the 1st, 2nd and 11th discords, that represent the intense droughts
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that occurred in Sahel, while the 3rd and 19th discords represent the the
period where the high soil water levels and larger inter-annual variability.

2. Rankings are insightful.We can see in the table that the discords vary greatly
in length and also that the number of anomalous points extracted in those are
not proportional to the length. Thus the integration of exact variable length
discords with different anomalous point detectors does bring complementary
information and the scoring function is adequate. This information was able
to extract the prominent discords over the runoff data that reflected both
the driest periods, and periods with highest soil water levels.

3. Climate-related impact insights. Those results are compared to basic statis-
tical analysis of runoff data to demonstrate the thematic insights brought by
combining anomalous point detection and discord methods (Figure 6). The
first rank of combined PROPHET and discord methods detects an anoma-
lous event/period from August 1983 for 97 months with 12 anomalous points
(Table 5, Figure 2). Following discords 2, 3 and 4 exhibit larger time win-
dows but include this first top discord. This is consistent with well known
intense droughts that occurred in Sahel between 1982 and 1987 (Figure 6a,
6b), with the most severe drought ever recorded within the African continent
in 1983-1984 (e.g. [18]). Moreover, following ranks of combined PROPHET
and discords emphasize top discords starting in 1902 for at least 60 months
(Table 5). The first ranked of combined MAD and discord methods also
detects ”anomalies” in 1904 for 14 months, with following ranked ones in-
cluding this first top ranked (Table 5). These results coincide with large
positive anomalies both in annual maximum and annual mean in 1902 and
1903, and with very large year-to-year variability from 1902 to 1907 (Figure
6a, 6c). These early 1900s result also illustrate the well known soil drying
trend resulting from a rainfall deficit observed between 1900 and 2013 within
the region ([8]). PROPHET detects both 1980s dry events and 1904 abrupt
year-to-year changes, and it is important to note that MAD does not detect
any 1980s dry signal in the first top 20 ranked discords (Table 5).

4 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we proposed a hybrid approach to rank variable length discords
that combine an exact pattern wise outlier approach with anomalous point de-
tectors. Our methodology is generic. We chose the Matrix Profile as the pattern
outlier detector because it is exact and parameter free, generated variable length
discords, and used point wise anomaly detectors to give each discord a score. This
score together with the discord length were used to define a ranking function.
We tested two different point anomaly detectors, a model based detector (MAD)
and predictor based one (PROPHET). We run experiments on large scale Monthly
runoff data of the Sahel region in West Africa from 1902 till 2005. Our results
show that PROPHET is more adequate than MAD, as its top 5 ranked discords
did capture the actual discords. The top 5 discords extracted with MAD were
only able to reflect the periods with highest water level. They also show that
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(a) Time series of normalized annual runoff

(b) Seasonal cycles (c) Seasonal cycles

Fig. 6: (a) Time series of normalized annual maximum and mean runoff (relative
to their respective mean climatologies over 1902-2005 ). (b)-(c) Seasonal cycles
of absolute runoff values for each year between 1902 and 2005 (in mm/day).

PROPHET is suitable both for detecting specific events (i.e. droughts in 1982,
1983, 1984, etc) and larger timescale anomalies (i.e. dry decade of 1980s). MAD
is suitable to detect abrupt inter-annual change (i.e. dry 1904/1905 relative to
wet 1902/1903 and 1906 rainy seasons).

In summary, this work contributed a novel approach to exploit variable length
discords and be able to rank them with respect to a complementary data analysis,
point anomalous detectors. The ranking function confirmed pattern outliers for
the climate impact data at hand.

Future work includes running more experimental studies on different impact
climate data and other data sets. We also intend to extend our integration with
alternative point anomaly detectors such as ARIMA, Random Forest and LSTM,
towards a comprehensive approach, given the specificity and impact they have
on the extracted point outliers.
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